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Chinese foods are the most desired and in style, today being served in all the Indian restaurants
catering to food lovers delight. There are distinct Chinese restaurants that prepare and serve only
Chinese recipes for the chinese food lovers palate.

The Chinese food menu is a wide variety that includes the chillies items, of it Chicken Chilli is the
most popular where the chicken pieces are mixed with chilli, sauces and mouth watering spices that
make the dish pleasant to taste. Another popular chinese item is the Manchurians, like Fish
manchurian and Chicken manchurian that are the best to taste. Other Chinese recipes that are
worth mentioning are chicken chilli fried, fried rice, golden fried prawns, chicken meat balls, chicken
chopseuy, egg roll, mutton, and chicken roll, chinese stew, chicken mushroom, broccoli beef,
broccoli chicken, chinese sesame seed chicken, and there may still be more to mention.

Within the country itself, the chinese cuisines are categorised into different regional tastes which
have been influenced by the different regions within China. Chinese dishes are the most popular
world over in various regions and have thus been mingled with the tastes of these regions.

Thai cuisines

Thai food is influenced evenly by the four main regions of the country, and the Thai cuisines are a
mixture of sour, sweet, bitter and salty tastes. Thai food is spicy with a wide range of spices and
different sauces used for the preparation. The blend of the different tastes makes Thai food to be
unique and palatable for the most taste buds. The fame and reputation of the Thai food has
attracted many a tourists and outsiders to the country to learn more about the Thai recipes
preparation. Thai food integrates a lot of spices, sauces, pastes, herbs, rice, noodles, etc. and
delivers the most exotic flavor. Here, is a list of Thai food intermingled with our Indian taste senses,
sweet corn cakes, sweet corn cutlets, spring rolls, Thai chicken kebabs, Thai fish curry, Thai jungle
fish curry, lobster roll, paneer, mushroom and capsicum satay, Thai rissoles, Thai rolls, Chinese
steam chicken to name a few.

Italian dishes

Italian food is extremely familiar worldwide, and it is the richest type of food with a large amount of
variation. Italian style of food preparation is influenced regionally but is much simpler in its form
where the number of ingredients is remarkably less. Cheese and wine are the main part of the
Italian dishes. The quality of the Italian cuisine is the main essence of the dishes. There is a lot of
difference in the taste of the Italian cuisines making it the most popular in the world. Italian food is
also extremely much influenced in India where you can find a wide variety in the form of authentic
Italian dishes, chicken, vegetable Italian recipes, and much more. Italian recipes worth mentioning
are the broccoli, almond, and lemon farfalle, buckwheat pasta with caramelized onion, and peas,
bruschetta pasta, Caesar past salad, cheatâ€™s spinach.
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Preeti - About Author:
IndianKitchenRecipes.com is a one stop shop for everyone from an absolute foodie to an amateur in
the kitchen. Explore a chinese recipes, a thai recipes, a italian recipes and much more.
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